Media Kit 2020

TechGenix attracts highly educated, certified IT administrators, IT managers and executive decision makers
with direct influence over the purchasing process. As a distinguished authority within the IT realm, visitors
turn to us for trusted recommendations on their buying decisions, tips, tricks, and their everyday news in the
information technology sphere. With an ever increasing visitor base searching for solutions to their problems,
we can help you connect with and reach the right kind of audience and generate targeted sales leads.

MON THLY SITE STATISTICS
650,000
monthly unique visitors

750,000
monthly visits

900,000
monthly page views

200,000
opt-in subscribers
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Audience Demography

70%

of visitors consult TechGenix to find
specific products to fulfill their technical
requirements.

50%

of visitors say that TechGenix has a major
or very high influence in forming their
opinion on related products and services.

40%

of visitors work for organizations of at
least 1,000 employees.

40%

of visitors work for organizations with an
annual IT budget of at least $1 million.
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Topic Channels
Optimize your ad campaign by targeting specific topic channels that relate to your products and
services. We provide our customers with access to several core topic channels to allow them to
generate interest among the readers that really count. Many of these channels have been nurtured for
well over 15 years and have helped establish TechGenix as one of the leading publications for IT pros.
Exchange Server / Office 365 Channel
Since 1996 the TechGenix network has been the top resource for information on Microsoft
Exchange & Office 365 with contributions from leading experts in the field.
Networking Channel
The TechGenix portal is packed with tutorials and tips on how to set up, maintain and troubleshoot
computer and cloud networks of any size, making it a firm favorite among IT professionals.
Security Channel
For years TechGenix has been providing security news, articles, tutorials and reviews for information
security professionals on a wide range of topics, from firewalls and intrusion detection to viruses and
malware and more!
Virtualization Channel
TechGenix is home to one of the most trusted virtualization resources around and provides exclusive
information on how to maintain and manage virtualized IT infrastructure.
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Advertising Options

Live case example showcasing

Product Reviews
Have your product reviewed by one of our certified
experts and receive a Bronze, Silver or Gold award. The
review will appear on the site homepage for up to 3 days
and will remain permanently available to our visitors from
within our Product Review section and any other relevant
article sections. A link to the review will be included in the
TechGenix Weekly IT Update Newsletter which is mailed
out to over 200k opt-in subscribers.

.com

Bronze Award

.com

Silver Award

.com

Gold Award
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Advertising Options

Live case example showcasing

Sponsored Posts
Establish your thought-leadership credentials by taking
your content to the forefront of the TechGenix audience.
Provide us with your own content or hire a TechGenix
industry expert to create unique content on your behalf
for promotion to the TechGenix audience. All sponsored
posts receive the same priority exposure as our standard
articles and each post will remain permanently online
within the relevant article section.
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Advertising Options

Live case example showcasing

Interviews
Give our readers the inside scoop on how your
organization is serving the IT community by booking an
interview with 12-time Microsoft MVP, Mitch Tulloch. Based
on your preference, the interview can either be published
as an article on the TechGenix site or as the main editorial
in the WServerNews newsletter that is mailed out to over
180,000 opt-in subscribers every Monday.

Mitch Tulloch,
12-time Microsoft MVP
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Advertising Options
Lead Generation Webinars
Educate our audience on the value and benefits of your product and acquire a guaranteed volume of opt-in
leads. Each webinar includes a 10 to 15 minute presentation by a TechGenix subject expert that is then followed
by another 10 to 15 minute presentation by your subject expert which ties into the main presentation topic.
Live case example showcasing
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Advertising Options
Virtual Conference Sponsorship
A variety of popular online conferences are held by TechGenix every year with each one focused on a broad
topic area such as Office 365, security, virtualization and more. As a conference sponsor, you will have your own
30-45 minute presentation slot at the conference of your choice and you’ll also receive up to 1,500 opt-in leads.

CONFERENCE SPONSOR INCLUDES

Your own 30-45 minute

Receive up to 1,500

presentation

opt-in leads
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Advertising Options

Live case example showcasing

Dedicated Email Blasts
Deliver your message to our entire promo list of 140,000
subscribers or to a subset of subscribers based on
filtering criteria such as country and interest topic. Your
branded creative and subject line will be sent to our opt-in
subscribers within our recognizable email template to
maximize engagement.
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Advertising Options

Live case example showcasing

TechGenix Weekly IT Update Newsletter
Sponsorship
Boost the profile of your products, events and offers by
placing up to 450 characters of your promotional text and
your 560x280 graphic within this newsletter that features
a roundup of the week’s top TechGenix articles and
reaches over 200,000 subscribers every Tuesday.

CONTENT DETAILS
Image Specs: 560x280 pixels
Copy: up to 450 characters of text
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Advertising Options

Live case example showcasing

WServerNews Newsletter Sponsorship
In circulation since 1997, this popular newsletter reaches
180,000 subscribers every Monday and features insights,
tips and news from industry veterans Mitch and Ingrid
Tulloch. As a premium sponsor, you’ll be able to insert
multiple text-based and image-based creatives throughout
the newsletter.

PLACEMENTS OPTIONS ON THE NEWSLETTER
1 company logo at the top
2 text ads with thumbnail image (one at the top and one at the bottom)
Static banner (468x60)
1 text link
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Advertising Options

Live case example showcasing

FitITproNews Newsletter Sponsorship
Mailed out to over 175,000 subscribers every month, this
newsletter provides IT pros with practical tips from Mitch
and Ingrid Tulloch on how to stay fit and healthy in their
lines of work. As a premium sponsor, you’ll be able to
insert multiple text-based and image-based creatives
throughout the newsletter.

PLACEMENTS OPTIONS ON THE NEWSLETTER
1 company logo at the top
2 text ads with thumbnail image (one at the top and one at the bottom)
Static banner (468x60)
1 text link
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Advertising Options

Live case example showcasing

Product Category Sponsorship
Get the edge over your direct competitors by locking your
product listing into first position in one or more matching
product categories. Add an “Editor’s Pick” badge to your
listing for an extra fee. This opportunity allows you to
reach IT pros that are actively searching for and
comparing B2B products, such as your own, before
making a purchase.
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Advertising Options
Full Screen Overlays
Increase registration for your ebooks, white papers, events and competitions with this effective option for
capturing our visitors’ undivided attention. A/B testing is available to optimize campaign performance.
Live case example showcasing
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Advertising Options
Banner Ads
Get your ad campaign up and running in no time at all with our choice of display options. Coming in a variety of
standard IAB sizes including 728x90 leaderboard, 336x280 inline, 300x250 rectangle, 300x600 half-page and
more, engaging with our audience couldn’t be easier. Reach as many readers as possible with a run-of-site
campaign or take a more measured approach by specifically targeting one or more topic channels.
728x90

300x600

336x280
300x250
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Advertising Options

Live case example

Sponsored Text Links
Display up to 280 characters of text below the primary
page content throughout the site or topic channel of your
choice. Limited to five spots per page to ensure that your
text link will stand out.
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Contact Us

Sean Buttigieg
Director, TechGenix

seanb@techgenix.com

seanb.techgenix

